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If you've heard about Bitcoin but don't really know what it is - aside from why you should care
- this publication is for you.In this easy-to-read direct Eric Sammons brings to bear his technical
and economic understanding in addition to his writing expertise to shine a light on the Bitcoin
phenomenon, answering questions like:What's Bitcoin? If you're searching for a clear information
to the what, the how, and the why of Bitcoin - for yourself or for all the friends who give you

blank looks relating to the cryptocurrency - Bitcoin Basics: 101 Queries and Answers is merely
what you need.Why was Bitcoin created?What are the economic benefits to Bitcoin?What

exactly are the technological advantages to Bitcoin?Why should I use Bitcoin?Can the Bitcoin
network be hacked?What is the intrinsic value of a bitcoin?Will Bitcoin replace the dollar? It has
the potential to modification the way we think about money, economics, communication, and
data.1 day in the not-too-distant future we may view Bitcoin as groundbreaking. If you don't
feel just like you're quite prepared for the revolution, don't be concerned. You don't need to
be a specialist or tech geek to understand Bitcoin. But after scanning this guide you should
have the answers to all your questions about the cryptocurrency - and you will be looking

forward to beginning your very own Bitcoin adventure.
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No better introduction away there. Superb introduction to a somewhat tricky and complicated
subject. When a Bitcoin purchase completes, it is as completely done as when you hands
someone a gold coin. economic, as a currency, as a industry), with the ideal quantity of detail
for an introductory reserve (leaving the reader free to follow up independently on those
factors that interest him most). The technical aspects are particularly well-handled, avoiding
the twin pitfalls to be too specialized for an introduction and too superficial to be of any
value.Eric Sammons asked me to review this name on the strength of my review of While the
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author is definitely an enthusiast, the book is still really worth the read even if one is relatively
skeptical (as I am). THE WEB does not recognize national boundaries. Good, well crafted,
book!I strongly suggest that anyone thinking about bit coins examine this book. Provided the
web is available, it's an excellent method of exchange, but that's also it's drawback, for if some
Condition were to switch off access, bit coins are no more fungible, tradable, and transactions
are unavailable. Superb introduction to cryptocurrency.Increasingly more businesses are
accepting bitcoins seeing that payment, though from what I actually saw the number continues
to be relatively small. This tiny book virtually answered and validated most of the concerns I
had about the currency. If you know nothing at all about bitcoin, this reserve happens to be a
great start. Everyone. Good, basic explanation. Nice basic explanation on this alternative
currency. It expects a bit more of the reader when compared to a "For Dummies" reserve, but is
equally effective in providing the reader with a clear understanding in a short period of time.
Three Stars Usefull basic information for beginers AN IDEAL Introduction to Bitcoin I had
followed the news about Bitcoin in the last several years, but only knew just a little about any
of it. Without belaboring the point, Sammons outlines the shortcomings of government-issued fiat
currencies. Gox exchange fraud stories I had read, plus the volatility of the currency.Sammons'
explanation of the mechanics of the blockchain technology is clear enough and at a
satisfactory depth for the average reader.Sammons breaks down Bitcoin into simple questions
and answers. Each response is short also to the point.Having said that, the book made me
consider Bitcoin as an investment.We was disappointed to understand from the publication
that "mining" bitcoins is now out from the reach of most people, as that sounded such as a
cool method to make money. But it continues to be possible if you are motivated more than
enough and get some good special hardware. To the point! This is Bitcoin 101, accessible to
everyone, a helpful primer on the crypto-currency. This technology is quite promising:
decentralized, digital, and with the potential to connect people around the world and steer
clear of big banks and financial institutions. The process is certainly fast - measured in mins -
and inexpensive, measured in pennies. With time, they all fail. Exceptional balance among
brevity, clarity, and thoroughness in describing a technology everybody must understand It has
the qualities one seeks in a short introductory book. It is well-written, readable, and balanced.
It might serve as the third, a unit of accounts, however the governments who demand monetary
accounting don't want to be reading profit-and-reduction statements denominated in Bitcoins.
The writing is normally quick, clear, and engaging, with a little bit of humor thrown in to help
keep your interest."Entirely a five-star effort. Both are great books, intended for different
readerships. This book tells the reader how Bitcoin works and what makes it radically not the
same as government-issued currencies. I generally didn't trust it based on the Mt.Sammons tells
the reader so why Bitcoin can be trusted for financial transactions, at least as much as
government-issued currencies processed by credit credit card providers and banks. The
technology Bitcoin uses and the abstract economic and financial theories it's applied to aren't
simple concepts. Highly recommended. The Kindle version cost is hard to defeat. See This Time
DIFFERS: Eight Centuries of Financial Folly for an historical account, and The Creature from
Jekyll Island: A Second Look at the Government Reserve for a clear description of public key
cryptography, the bit of complex genius that makes Internet personal privacy and secrecy
possible.The issues with government are peripheral to the main thrust of the book. Bitcoin acts
two of thee three major purposes of money: a way of exchange and a store of wealth. It tells
the average reader what must be known about Bitcoin without wading into an excessive
amount of detail.Bitcoin pays to as a shop of wealth limited to people that have strong



stomachs. The worthiness of a Bitcoin has soared from 1/5000 of a PapaJohn pizza (the first
deal) to over $1000, and fallen back to around $200. Governments, which rely on printing
money in order to possess something to invest without raising taxes, are not keen on the
emergence of competitive currencies. Furthermore, Bitcoin's anonymity is at odds with their
objective of earning all transactions noticeable, and hence quickly taxed. There is usually
strong evidence that authorities entities are suppressing the worthiness of Bitcoin simply as
vigorously because they are that of another competitor, precious metals. Some try, with varying
degrees of success, to create Bitcoin illegal, costly or difficult to use. The chief one is normally
this. He goes into the convenience element - or absence thereof. A person comfortable with
computers can get began cheaply and conveniently. Others, who are convenient offloading
the bits and bytes to somebody else, can find those that wil make it easy.Nine Algorithms That
Changed the near future: The Ingenious Tips That Drive Today's Computers  The majority of the
rip-offs in the Bitcoin sphere have already been by such go-betweens. There has not yet been
failing attributable to the architecture of Bitcoin itself.Bitcoin has several advantages. There is
no need for a trusted third party such as a bank, credit card company or government.The
author covers Bitcoin in every of its main facets (technological &Sammons has written a very
helpful guideline: succinct and informative. Bitcoin is absolutely international. There may be
costs converting to and from national currencies, but there is no price in sending Bitcoins
abroad.Recommend hardcopy over kindle edition.Yet I am intrigued by it, and this book
explained with the perfect level of depth what Bitcoin is, how it works, and why people ought
to be interested in it. See Age of Cryptocurrency for a far more thorough description, and 
Again there exists a trade-off.for a description of why. If there is one cloud coming, it is that
quantum computing could theoretically develop to the idea to be able to break public
important cryptography. That would affect all Internet encyrption, not only Bitcoin. For a
debate of the problems, Google " Bitcoin ISN'T Quantum-Safe, And HOW EXACTLY WE Can Fix
It When Needed.The Age of Cryptocurrency . Heard about and needed to know more. Get a
Solid Knowledge of Bitcoin If you're searching for a solid knowledge of what Bitcoin is, how it
works, and how you can use it for buys then you should read this publication. They are issued
via a political process, plus they invariably succumb to political pressures to inflate. However,
the author includes a skill for explaining such complexities with techniques that are easy to
comprehend and apply.That is a fast read and well worth it. Ultimately, you'll understand how
Bitcoin works and just why. You'll observe that in many ways it's a superior and a lot more
secure monetary system than the one we presently use. More importantly, I think, is you'll be able
to see that Bitcoin is usually a disruptive technology that may become as essential and
beneficial to us 1 day as email, another disruptive technology in its day time, has since
become.I recommend this book.
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